GRAMMAR

Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

Example: We can't afford ________ on holiday this year.
A to go ✓ B going C go

1 I’d rather ________ at home than go out with my friends this evening.
A stay B to stay C staying

2 Remember ________ to the doctor’s tomorrow morning.
A go B to go C going

3 I’d rather ________ at home than go out with my friends this evening.
A stay ✓ B to stay C staying

4 I can’t help ________ when I watch a sad film.
A to cry ✓ B cry C crying

5 I work part-time ________ a waitress in a local restaurant.
A like B as C at

6 The house needs _________. It’s a terrible mess.
A clean ✓ B to clean C cleaning

7 I’ll never forget ________ the Eiffel Tower for the first time.
A seeing ✓ B to see C see

8 I ________ watch TV every day, but now I only watch it at weekends.
A am used to B used to ✓ C got used to

9 Samuel promised ________ harder at school.
A to work B working ✓ C work

10 Marcos ________ be good at English, but now he speaks it really well.
A wasn’t used to B didn’t use to ✓ C didn’t get used to

11 I ________ go swimming on Fridays after work.
A ‘m used to ✓ B usually C use to

12 My parents used ________ me do my homework when I got home from school.
A make B making ✓ C to make

13 After a year in Britain I’ve finally ________ driving on the left.
A got used to ✓ B been used to C used to

14 My grandmother can’t get used ________ alone. She feels lonely.
A live B to live ✓ C to living

15 I advised Mick ________ the red and yellow shirt.
A not buying B to not buy ✓ C not to buy

16 She regretted ________ harder for the test.
A not studying ✓ B not to study C not study

17 There are a lot of rules, but don’t worry. You’ll soon ________ them.
A get used B get used to ✓ C used to

18 The police accused him ________.
A of shoplifting ✓ B for shoplifting C to shoplift

19 I’m almost as tall ________ my big sister.
A as B like ✓ C than

20 I’ve lived in six different countries. I ________ learning new languages.
A used to ✓ B get used C ’m used to

VOCABULARY

a Tick (✓) the correct word, A, B, or C.

Example: It’s a musical instrument that you hit with sticks.
A piano B drums ✓ C trumpet

1 It’s somebody who sings or plays an instrument on their own.
A soloist ✓ B cellist C conductor

2 It describes music that makes you want to cry.
A monotonous B catchy ✓ C moving

3 It’s a group of musicians that play together.
A orchestra ✓ B choir C beat

4 It describes somebody who sings the wrong notes.
A blow your own trumpet B have a good ear for music ✓ C out of tune

5 It’s a person who writes music.
A conductor B composer ✓ C drummer

6 It’s a man who sings with a low-pitched voice.
A soprano B tenor ✓ C bass
Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

Example: I don’t drink coffee late at night because it ________ awake.
A keeps ✓ B makes C leaves

7 People who travel through time zones are often ________.
A jet-lagged B sleepy C awake

8 The ________ decided to change the front page of the newspaper at the last minute.
A reporter B editor C presenter

9 I went to see the film because it had such good ________.
A forecasts B critics C reviews

10 I was so tired last night, I slept like a ________.
A stone B horse C log

11 If you want to be a ________, you have to be well-dressed and comfortable on TV.
A newscaster B commentator C photographer

12 I forgot to ________ my alarm clock, so I didn’t wake up until eight o’clock.
A do B set C put

13 I caught ________ a very old friend at the weekend.
A up B up with C over

14 The article wasn’t ________ – I spotted a lot of mistakes.
A biased B accurate C sensational

15 I like doing the ________ at the back of the newspaper every day.
A crossword B cartoon C horoscope

16 I prefer sleeping under a thick ________ during the winter months.
A pillow B sheet C duvet

17 The company had a large ________ in the Sunday papers.
A forecast B advertisement C cartoon

18 I’m lucky because I usually ________ asleep as soon as I get into bed.
A keep B drop C fall

19 My parents have a ________ in the afternoon, but I prefer not to sleep.
A yawn B nap C nightmare

20 The article was definitely _________. There was information missing.
A censored B reported C advertised

PRONUNCIATION

a Which word has a different sound? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A tune B accurate C conductor ✓

1 A beat B freelance ✓ C weather

2 A editor B snore ✓ C organ

3 A moving B trumpet C duvet

4 A orchestra B choir C catchy

5 A rapper B bass ✓ C catchy

b Which is the correctly stressed syllable? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A horoscope ✓ B horoscope C horoscope

6 A conductor B conductor ✓ C conductor

7 A monotonous B monotonous ✓ C mongonous

8 A journalist B journalist ✓ C journalist

9 A commentator B commentator ✓ C commentator

10 A saxophone B saxophone ✓ C saxophone
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